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THE THEORYOF AUTOMATIC EEGULATOES.

By H. Bohle.

General Eemarks. —The regulation of electrical generators is usually

expressed by the percentage voltage rise from full load to no load, or by the

percentage drop of pressure from no load to full load, assuming that in the

case of a separately excited machine the excitation and speed, in self-excited

machines, the speed and resistance of the field circuit, are constant.

In practice it is mostly asked to keep the pressure of a generator con-

stant at the terminals for all loads, or to keep the pressure constant at the

feeding points. In the latter case the pressure of the generator must rise

with an increase in the load, to account for the drop in the feeders.

Various methods have been devised for obtaining these results. One of

the first arrangements consisted of compound windings, which are simple

enough for direct current machines, but which require complicated trans-

formers or special windings in the case of alternators. In both cases the

machines are no longer of standard design, and therefore expensive. More-

over, the compound windings are sluggish in their action on account of

magnetic lag.

To reduce the voltage drop of a generator as much as possible, the

machine itself used to be built with good inherent regulation, /. e. the

machine was worked beyond the knee of the magnetisation curve and given

a low resistance. This again adds to the expense of the generator and

possesses the disadvantage that during a sudden short-circuit currents

twenty to thirty times larger than full-load currents might temporarily

flow, pulling the windings to pieces unless they are very carefully stayed,

and causing abnormal heating. This is especially dangerous with large

machines, which to-day are built in sizes up to 30,000 kilowatts.

Most of these disadvantages are overcome with automatic regulators,

especially with those of the fast type.

It is not intended here to describe automatic regulators, but simply to

explain their theory.

Automatic Eegulatoes. —They may be divided into sluggish and fast

regulators. The former can be used only where the load varies very gradu-

ally, so that the regulator has time to move into the correct position before

a further load variation occurs.
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The principle of a sluggish regulator is given in fig. 1.

A contact voltmeter or relay GV acts as an automatic switch for the

solenoids and So, according to whether the network voltage Y is below or

above the normal. For normal voltage, the contact maker is half-way

between contacts 1 and 2. Suppose core of Sj^ is drawn up, then the con-

tacts gh and ab are closed and the series motor M is joined across the net-

work, moving the nut IST upwards by means of the screw 0 and cutting

Fig. 1. —Principle of slug-gish regulator.

resistance out of the field circuit, so that the generator voltage can rise.

When contact 2 is closed by the relay, the current through the armature of

motor M is reversed and resistance is added to the generator field, thereby

lowering the generator voltage.

Critical Speed op Sluggish Regulators. —As has already been

stated, sluggish regulators are suitable as long as the load variations do

not follow one another too quickly. It might now appear that for rapid

load fluctuations the speed of the regulator could l)e increased to suit these

fluctuations, but, as will be shown further down, if this is done, hunting

i
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results, i. e. excess regulation occurs, which produces voltage fluctuations

which are unbearable in lighting plants.

The limiting speed of a sluggish regulator may be determined as follows :

We assume at present that the coefficient of self-induction of the field to

be regulated is constant, and that the pressure increases linearly with the

exciting current. These assumj)tions are not quite correct except for small

ranges of the regulation, but the errors do not materially affect the result.

The exponential curves of the exciting currents may then be considered also

to represent the pressure curves of the machine, with an abcissa axis displaced

by a constant value y. Wefurther assume that the speed of the regulator

and the variations of the exciting current are uniform.

Let Ve —exciting pressure,

I =- maximum exciting current,

al = the exciting current when the regulation is complete,

O < a < 1,

= resistance of the exciting winding,

—̂= total resistance of the excitinu^ circuit, including: the rei^ulator,

L = coefficient of self-induction of the exciting circuit,

t = time in seconds counted from the beginning of the switching

period,

= current at time t for total resistance —-

Y VWehave I = ^/ and al = a - . /-^\
•

• • V y

The rising excitnig current curve (starting from zero) follows

exponential law, as a heating curve, viz.

:

la

al

Differentiating, we obtain

1 - ^ J J (2)

dia _ Ye - ^ m
dia Ye I

For t = 0, ~
jj

~
t

~ constant (4)

This holds, no matter what the value of a may be, and means that all

the curves have the same tangent in their origin, for constant values of

V„ L, and R,.

In a similar manner we consider the falling curves, starting from the

maximum possible value. The current is, however, not switched off, so that

an equation similar to that for the cooling curve cannot be used here. The
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final value after a switching operation will be —̂ , where a depends on the
CtJAi

g

position of the regulator when the regulation is complete. Before this value

Ifis reached the current has a higher value, viz., i'" = a~ Ce —-^t,

where C is some integration constant, found as follows

For t = 0, and ami, the current i'a
—

for ^ = 00 and a any value, i'a=^ " ]^ ! whence

C = (1 - a) and

i'a = a ^ (I —a) e
"

f

= al -f (1 —a) l£
"

(5)

t

Differentiating this equation, we get " = — ^ - ^-
t ato, and

dt a t°

n , di'a 1 —a I
for t^o, ~ = X ^ (6)

dt a t^

from which follows that these curves have not a common tangent.

To every value of a corresponds a definite position of the regulator. For
an increase of « (or a decrease in the regulating resistance) the exciting

current follows a rising curve. When fi decreases, the current drops along

a corresponding falling characteristic. When an indirectly acting regulator

is employed the sensitiveness of the relay or contact voltmeter must be

limited : or, for a given sensitiveness of the relay or contact voltmeter the

number of steps of the regulator cannot be any if hunting is to be prevented.

For a given load the variation of the pressure by shifting the regulator one

step must be smaller than that which will actuate the relay. Suppose the

latter acts when the pressure rises 1 per cent, above or drops 1 per cent,

below the normal value, then the pressure variation caused by moving the

regulator one step (for a given load) must be less than 2 per cent. When
this is the case excess regulation and hunting is caused only by too great a

speed of the switch lever. To determine this limiting speed, consider at first

the rising exciting current curves.

Let the whole regulation take place (from a = 0 to a = 1) in T
seconds, whereby it must be remembered that from a = 0 (resistance =
infinity) to a =

,
say J, it takes as long as from a = ^ to a = This

means that the first curve, for a =
,

say i, does not commence in the origin
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but is displaced to the right by a distance or time cl^ (see fig. 2). Time is

required before the current is switched in. The second curve follows

later than the first one, being thus displaced from the origin by —'^d^.

Obviously, these times will be the smaller the larger the number of contacts.

On drawing these curves it will be found that all possess the same tangent,

assuming our previous assumptions are fulfilled. Let this tangent form

with the abscisse axis the angle 6, then

tan 6^ = K = constant . . . • (^)

where the value of K is found as follows :

The equation of the exponential curve 2 is given by

Fig. 2. —Regulation curves.

dt /
' "'^

t ato —\ —
ûL

whence dy

dx~ t

(8)

and as our curve is displaced to the right by a distance dd^ we have

(placing ia = y and t = x —d)

X —d \

y = al\l —e /

whence _ I - ^ ~ ^

d

From equation (8) follows
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The equation of the common tangent which envelops the various

exponential curves is

y' =f{^')

which has, in common with the exponential curves in the tangent points,

the ordinates y' = y, the abscissae = or, and the differentials dx' = dx and

dy' = dy. With our assumptions of uniform switching speed and spacing

we must obtain uniform variations of the exciting current, and dx' must be

proportional to da, hence x' rises from Oto T proportionally to a from Oto 1,

so that x' —aT, and for any tangent point

dx' to ' X I /

Fig. 3. —Eeofulation curve.

This equation is fulfilled by

y' = 'K.x

y' (^y'
1—= K- = —, whence

dx

_ ]

(10)

Consider now the process of regulation. Let the normal pressure, say at

no load, be corresponding to a definite position of the regulator. Let

this be given for n = 0.5 = /. e. the exciting current is equal to half the
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maximum value. When a load rush occurs, the voltage drops. This is

equivalent to a reduction in the excitation. In our case it thus means that

the excitation has been reduced from a value corresponding to a« and to the

exciting current a„l, to one corresponding to am and the exciting current

a„J. Let the contact voltmeter act when the voltage exceeds the limits

Ymax and Ymin (see fig. 3), the difference between the two values being aY
corresponding to Aa = 28.

As soon as Y„,/„ is reached the relay puts the regulator into motion, some

little time elapsing, however, before the next contact is reached. The ex-

citing current then commences to rise, and with a large number of contacts

the enveloping curve of the various exponential curves, corresponding to

1

Vntax
\

5m^/ /Ci

time.

Fig. 4.— Hunting of regulator.

different positions of the regulator, will be a straight line, with the inclina-

tion % against the abscisse axis. The first and last curves will alone be out,

the current for the final step following the last exponential curve.

If the speed of the regulator is too great, the regulator will overtravel

the correct position by one or more steps, since, although the relay has

disconnected the driving motor, the magnetisation lags behind. The excitation

may even still be rising when the relay has already reversed the direction

of travel of the regulator. This is clearly indicated in fig. 4.

When the voltage reaches V^ax, point P, the relay reverses the driving

motor, moving the switch lever backwards, but a little time U elapses before

a step is actually cut in. On account of magnetic lag the voltage keeps on

rising until several steps have been inserted. If no excess regulation is to
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occur, the last exponential curve must not rise above V,„„^ (fig. 3). Wehave
V. = (an + y)V,

V,« = (am + yWe (y = displacement of abscisse axis)

aY = 2dYe

Place V, = 1, then V„ =: a„ + 7 ;
V„, = + y, AY= 28.

Wefound previously

te»0 = K = ^=^|
(an —Om—^)I

1= ^, whence

t' = (Cln - 0,n - S) (T + . . . (11)

T is the time taken from a = 0 to a = 1, /. e. for the whole range of

regulation ; hence in t' seconds the value of I varies by ^ x I amperes,

T -j- t°
or, according to equation 11, l)y - (a„ —a^^ —f^)I amperes.

In time t' the factor a has also increased by the amount

The value at the beginning of the regulating period was a,„, hence the

factor of the last exponential curve, which cuts the line Y„n)i. in C, is

am + "^-^^-^ i^n —am —8).

If now the maximum value of the pressure is not to exceed Y.nax., then

we must have

—

T -\- t" =
ctm -f (an —ctm " S) ^ a„ 4 wheuce

'

T
- ^^(«^ - i ), and inserting the value ^ for t,,

T^igr^"-^" - 1) (12)

Equation 12 holds for rising currents. The curves for falling values

are on the whole flatter than the rising ones, and excess regulation and

hunting need not be feared if it does not take place for rising currents,

especially as load increases are mostly in excess of load decreases. But it

is important that no new load rush occurs before the previous one has been

dealt with, the danger of hunting being especially great when a load drop

follows rapidly on a load rise. The interval t' follows from equation 11,

viz.

:

t' > (a, - am - a) (T -f tj,

and inserting the value of T from equation 12, we obtain

—

i
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t' > (13)

Example. —A 500 kilowatt generator for 550 volts, 910 amperes, at 100

revolutions per minute, with a shunt resistance of 58"3 ohms, is to be

regulated by means of a sluggish automatic regulator. We are asked to

determine the times T and t\

The following further data are given :

Table.

Load. Exciting current. a L in Henrys.*
0 R

0 8-20 0-87 202 3-45
1
4 8-39 0-892 198 3-39
1
2

8-60 0-912 193 3-29

f 8-97 0-967 185 3-17
1
1

9-42 1-0 176 3-02

* L =
J ^ ^ These values depend somewhat on the temperature.

Suppose now the relay acts when the voltage ife h per cent, above

or below the normal, or 2S = 1 per cent, and 8 = 0-005, and that the

maximum load rushes are from 125 to 500 kilowatts. Wehave-

T ^ 1 ^ /«'

8

X 3-23/
1 - 0-892

^0-005 1

^ 34 seconds. (For ^ take mean value.)

This is the time required for the whole range of regulation, i. e. from
a = 0 to a = 1. Suppose the regulator is so constructed that, when on
its first contact, the exciting current is 60 per cent, of the maximum value

(a = 0-6), then the minimum time in which the regulator should be

allowed to move from the first to the last contact must not be less than

(1 —0-6) X 34 = 13-6 seconds.

The minimum time to be taken by the regulator by passing from a

contact corresponding to a,„, or J load, and normal voltage, to a contact

which corresponds to a„ = 1, or full load, is (1 —0-892)

seconds. Within this time no load changes must take place.

The same result is obtained from

X 34 = 3-7

to

^ 2> 8

= {1 - 0-892)3 - 0-0052

0-005

3-7 seconds.

20

3-23

9
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We thus see that the speed of the regulator depends upon the size and

design of the generator.

With the data before us it is easy to find out whether it is feasible

to employ a sluggish regulator or not. We register the station load by

means of a recording ammeter and notice the frequency of the load rushes.

If they occur more often than expressed by ^, a high speed regulator

becomes essential for satisfactory working.

Fast Eegulators. —Fig. 5 represents the no-load characteristic of a

generator. The normal voltage of the machine is marked by line cel. The

resistance of a field regulator, when switched in, reduces the excitation

to ef and the voltage to Oe. When the regulator is short-circuited, the

excitation is and the voltage Oa. The automatic regulator alternately

short-circuits and inserts the resistance.

Suppose the generator is put into operation and that the excitation is e^,

being about 30 to 50 per cent, of the normal excitation, the resistance being

inserted in the field winding. The rheostat is next short-circuited and the

voltage rises rapidly along the no-load curve Ob until it reaches point cV.

This is the upper limit of the voltage. Assuming that the machine is

0 and

Fig, 5. —Principle of action of a fast reg-ulator.
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taking part of the work, and that the automatic regulator is inserted, the

resistance of the field winding is at this instant re-inserted and the voltage

drops rapidly along a curve which is practically the inverted curve of the

no-load characteristic. When the voltage has dropped to a value

corresponding to line c"cl", the rheostat is again short-circuited and a

rapid rise in the voltage once more occurs, until line c'd' is again reached

;

and so forth. The voltage of the machine is thus oscillating between the

Fig. 6. —Principle of Tirrill regulator.

values c'd' and c"d", and as these variations are very rapid and possess

small absolute values, they are not noticed.

It will be obvious that the maximum excitation, when the rheostat is

short-circuited, must be considerably in excess of the excitation at full load

and normal pressure, as otherwise over-travelling and rapidity of action

near full load would be impossible. The pressure oa should certainly not

be less than 15 per cent, above the normal pressure cd at full load and
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constant excitation. This applies to all fast regulators based on the

principle of over-travelling.

Description op Fast Regulator. —We shall deal with the Tirrill

regulator, which is of the vibrating contact type. Its principle of action

will be followed from a perusal of fig. 6. Let the main contacts and Kg

be open, then the differential relay is energised (coil m only) and the relay

contacts K3 and are open, so that the rheostat r^ is inserted in the field

circuit. The voltage now drops, as explained before. When it reaches

c'd" (fig. 5) the attraction of the main magnet is overcome by the spring

above, which closes the contacts and Ko, thereby passing current

through winding 71 of the differential relay, which is now demagnitised.

Fig. 7. —Simplified connections of Tirrill regulator.

Spring / next closes the relay contacts Ko and and the latter short-

circuit the rheostat r^ in the field circuit, so that the voltage rises. When
the upper limit of the voltage is reached the main contacts are open again

;

and so forth. Both sets of contacts are thus constantly vibrating. The

frequency depends largely on the load. The times, during which the

contacts are closed, adjust themselves automatically, so as to maintain a

uniform voltage at the bus bars or generator terminals.

For over-compounding, the generator control magnet is supplied with

a differential series winding, which is joined across a variable shunt in the

bus bars, or generator leads or feeders. As this series winding opposes the

shunt winding of the generator control magnet, the relay contacts remain

comparatively longer closed, and the voltage at the terminals is able to
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rise above the normal, according to the load, keeping it constant, say, at

the feeding points.

In order to avoid sparking at the relay contacts, condensers are joined

across them. In addition the contacts should be carefully cleaned every

morning if good working is to be expected.

Theory ojp the Tireill REauLATOR,—Fig. 7 shows the simplified

connections of this regulator.

Let X = 0 he the position of core and of lever Aj, for which the spring

fi has the tension 0. The pull of the spring is a function of the elongation,

or of X, {. e. = x, where is some constant.

For a definite position of the magnetic pull is proportional to the

square of the flux density, and thus to the square of the voltage, or Fo^K^V^
where Kg is another constant. For different values of the voltage the core

will therefore take up different positions, and hence to each value of the

voltage corresponds a definite x. Thus to V^, V^, correspond

Xq, x^, X2 Xn respectively. It is also possible, although not essential, to

make = O, which means that the magnetic pull is independent of x when

the voltage is constant.

Assume now that the lever h^ is kept in a jmrticular position, and that

h^ is moved clockwise until contacts K^K^ close, at which instant the dis-

placement of core is x^. For any other position the contacts are open and

the resistance r^ is inserted, giving the voltage Ygo ^it the exciter terminals

(see fig. 8), the lowest possible. For this voltage the lever h^ must rotate

clockwise, as F^ overcomes F._>, and hence r^ is short-circuited. Let at this

instant t = 0. The pressure now rises along the exponential curve, the

curve depending upon the value of a., tending towards a final value y„. At

time ti the pressure is reached, and as the displacement is a^^, which corre-

sponds to Vj, the lever is in equilibrium. But the exciting current, and

hence the exciter pressure, rise still further, so that from now onwards the

magnetic pull will predominate, contacts K^K^ are separated and r^ is re-

inserted. The exciter current and voltage drop again.

The separation occurs at time t^, for which the pressure has the

value Yj^ -I- S. 8 must have some definite value, as masses have to be

accelerated. At time t.^, is again reached (see fig. 8), but the pressure

is on the downward grade and tends to reach Ygo which corresponds to

the insertion of r^. But below V;^ the spring exerts itself
;

however, a

little time will elapse before the contacts K^K.) are closed again, which

occurs at time t^. The pressure has the value —8. The play

then commences afresh, showing that the lever h^^ vibrates all the time

while the exciting current and exciter pressure pulsate round some mean
value Yj. The mean forces acting on the lever are in equilibrium, and no

pressure is exerted on lever /t^ except a small contact pressure. From the
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figure it will be clear that the actual value of the voltage will depend upon

time of short-circuit of
This ratio depends upon the originalthe ratio . „ . ^. _

tnne oi insertion oi 7\

position of 0^. For it was x-^, hence for the mean voltage will be Vq,

round which the voltage will now pulsate. The above ratio is considerably

increased, as the figure clearly shows. The exciting current of the exciter

and thus the exciter voltage pulsating about mean values, the generator

excitation will do likewise. The generator voltage is, however, affected very

little, as the pulsations are damped out before they reach the bus bars.

Consider next the position of lever Ag. The arrangement must be such

that for the same voltage Yg of the generator the pull on core C3 is inde-

FiQ. 8. —Regulation with a fast regulator.

pendent of the position of This means that we cannot use springs for

balancing purposes, but must employ weights. ' In the figure the weight of

the core itself balances the magnetic pull.

When the generator pressure drops the lever will immediately rotate

clockwise, bringing contacts K^K^ closer together. The reverse action takes

place for pressure rises. It is thus only for the normal network pressure

that lever is in equilibrium, but then in any position. The process of

regulation is thus as follows :

For normal generator voltage the lever hn is in equilibrium and hi

vibrates. When the generator voltage drops lever h^ rotates clockwise and

brings there])y contacts K^K., closer together, forcing its movement also

upon h^, so that is short-circuited for a longer period than before, until
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the generatx)r voltage is normal again. When this is the case, /*2 is once

more in equilibrium. A similar action occurs for a pressure rise, contacts

-r^ „ , . ,
. 1 rT^^ ,1 , • ^iuic of short-circuit of r-,

K^ii-r, being now, however, separated. Thus the ratio , . . ,

. p
i- ^ o

' ' ^ time ot insertion oi

is altered according to the voltage conditions of the network. Compared with

a sluggish regulator fig. 8 shows that the required exciting voltage is reached

very much more rapidly. From to Yo the voltage rise with a sluggish

regulator would follow curve 2, for a fast regulator it is along ah.

Let the maximum exciting current (r^ short-circuited) be a^I. The

equation of the corresponding exponential curve, C, is (equation 2).

la = a^l[l - ,
-

-^^), whence

£
— h _ a^I —ia

and according to equation 3,

dda _ Y, _,*L ^ I -A
dt^

~~ L ^ "•^'^ t,,

'

Inserting the value of £ - we obtain

dia _ a^I —ia
^J^^^J

dt^ a^t.

For curve we have, if the final exciting current with inserted is

expressed by a^l (see equation 5).

i'a = oj. f 1(1 - u,) £

s k i'a —Ool
(1 —Oo) £ - —7 —
^ ~^ a.ito

Also according to equation 6

di'a _ 1 — I J2_—
I

X £ —
,

dto Oo to f'2*o

J
(15)

Assuming a large number of vibrations of h^, the time elements will be

very small, and for a stationary state the current pulsates round the mean

value ia with the difference dia between maximum and minimum values.

The variations dia and - dia are equal and ia = i'a- From equations 14

and 15 follows :

^ —^ ^ h .... (16)
dtr, Oo 0^]^! - ia

For each value of ia we have thus a definite value of This ratio is

influenced by the position of lever k^, and on it depends the mean value
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of ia. The number of vibrations does not matter, although to each value

of ia corresponds a definite number of vibrations, found as follows.

From equation 14 we obtain :

dia a^tn

Similarly from 15

dt. di'a-
la

But dia dia and ia

dt. dt.

dia

The reciprocal of this is

dia

i'a, whence

\uj. —ia acyl

^
(a^I —ia){la - « J) ^ ^^.^^

.

dt^ + dto fol*^! —^2)^«
"

= f is the number of vibrations of the system.

(17)

dt^ + dt..

To each value of ia corresponds a definite frequency /, but to a given

frequency / correspond two values of ia. From equation 17 follows that

f —Ofor ajl —ia and aol = It is a maximum for dia —constant and

ia = IVa^ao.

Example. —The generator in the previous example is to be regulated with

a Tirrill instrument and the voltage is to be kept constant at 650 volts,

within the limits of ± | per cent. In this case dia corresponds to 5*5 volts.

For 550 volts the exciting current is 8 2 amperes. When resistance is in

circuit the voltage is 50 per cent, of the normal, or 275 volts, and when it is

out of circuit it is 118 per cent., or 650 volts. The corresponding exciting

currents are 2 '8 and 14 amperes respectively. Wehave:

= 1
;

rxo = 0'2
; ia —8*2 amperes, I = 14 amperes.

The results are tabulated.

Table.

Time constant to 3-68 3-63 3-55 3-45 3-15 2-86 2-55 2-40

io. 2-8 5-0 70 8-2 9 10-5 12-0 14-0 amperes.

(It
I

dt^
0-000 1-222 3 00 4-65 6-20 110 23-0 00

dia

dt^ + dl^
0-000 1-36 1-50 1-38 1-37 1-12 0-75 0-000

The value of dia near 8-2 amperes is 0-213, hence the frequency of

1'38
vibration is

^..-^-j^g
= 6*5 per second.
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It will now be interesting to see how ^ alters when load rushes occur.

Weshall again assume a fluctuation from one quarter to full load. For

550 volts and no load the excitation is 8'2 amperes, or 100000 ampere turns.

If this voltage is to be kept constant, the excitation for one quarter load

must be 8*75, for full load, 10*5 amperes (taken from the no-load charac-

teristic, not given). The ratio ^1 must thus increase from 4-65 at no-load

to about 6'0 at quarter load and ll'O at full load. This alteration is caused

by the generator solenoid So, the position of whose core indirectly influences

the tension of spring and thus the above ratio.


